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Appendix 3 for LCR TCF Submission
Strand 2: Creating Transformed 21st Century Gateways
Our LCR HS2 Connectivity Strategy sets the ambition for a world class public
transport system that connects different modes of transport seamlessly into one
comprehensive, easy-to-use network.
Development of Leeds City Region’s key Gateways have not kept pace with the
demands of passengers and the needs of modern towns and cities, with the result
that individual stations have suffered from significant underinvestment and are
constraining economic development.
A key strand of the LCR TCF submission is therefore to focus on providing
transformational gateways at the priority locations outlined here. The gateways
identified have been selected on the basis that they are:
•

Those which are already priorities within our existing strategies

•

The interchanges which will have the biggest impact on transforming journey
of the workday population

•

Where there is a clear pipeline of deliverable interventions by 2022.

Given the timescales for delivery by 2022, our proposals for the TCF Gateways are
focused on improving local accessibility and interchanges in the local vicinity of the
station, rather than on investing within the internal station environment.
The individual gateway outputs are set out in this appendix, with a number of
additional smaller locations also to be developed. Through TCF Stage 2 we would
look to develop the detailed transformational proposals at each gateway through
coproduction with DfT. This would also allow for additional prioritisation and
shortlisting ahead of a Stage 2 decision.
Our ambition for creating interchange gateways for the City Region can be
summarised through the following principles:
•

Develop gateways as a single entity: With multiple organisations, complex
relationships and multiple projects impacting on gateways, a holistic overall
approach design which brings together all aspects to create a seamless facility
from the perspective of the passenger is of critical importance.

•

Maximise multi-modal seamless interchange: Seamless integration between
classic rail, HS2 and NPR services as well as with adjacent bus interchanges is
essential to distribute the benefits across the region.

•

Provide capacity for growth: There are two types of capacity required at
gateways; capacity for services, and capacity for passengers. Supporting future
demand for both services and passengers has a direct impact on the level of
residential and employment growth that a town or city can sustain.

•

Support sustainable, inclusive economic growth: Given sufficient connectivity
and capacity, stations can support sustainable economic growth by helping to
accommodate increasing travel demand and constrain private car use. They can
be particularly effective in supporting high density development in the station
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vicinity, but can also enable a town or city as a whole to grow in a sustainable
way over the long term.
•

Improve the image of the city: stations are a key point of arrival and departure
for many business travellers and visitors, and the quality of the station
environment forms part of peoples’ overall perception of a town or city. A high
quality, well designed station can improve the image of the location it serves,
making it more attractive as a place to live, work and invest.

•

Maximise commercial opportunities: This includes effective exploitation of
commercial opportunities around a gateway, redevelopment of adjacent railway
land, and enhancing the retail offer within the gateway.

The table below illustrates the scale of the users impacted at our eight prioritised
gateways for 2016-17 1.
Station
Leeds
York
Huddersfield
Bradford Interchange
Bradford Forster Square
Halifax
Harrogate
Selby
Total

Total
34,073,501
10,713,376
5,542,487
3,053,172
2,159,100
2,041,111
1,650,420
692,247
59,925,414

Our eight gateways are illustrated below. They are supported by a number of smaller
locations.

1

Estimated of Station Usage 2016-17, (Office of Rail and Road, 2017), available at:
www.orr.gov.uk/statistics/published-stats/station-usage-estimates
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Leeds: Delivery of Phase 1 of the Integrated Station Masterplan
Leeds is a station of national significance and the arrival of HS2 creates a fantastic
and essential opportunity to give the Leeds City Region a station that will transform
the facilities. Delivering the station masterplan is a top priority for the City Region
and the North of England. This Masterplan, developed in partnership with DfT and
MHCLG, sets a compelling vision for the major transformation of Leeds Station,
already the busiest transport hub in the North of England. Delivery of the Masterplan
will:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Create a world class gateway for the City Region that is at the heart of the
UK’s rail network
Seamlessly integrate High Speed Two (HS2), the Northern Powerhouse Rail
(NPR) programme and enhancements to the classic rail services which use
the station
Accommodate the planned doubling of growth in passenger numbers using
the station over the next 30 years
Enable a step change in rail connectivity and capacity in the North of England
– better connecting people and businesses to jobs and markets
Deliver a new internationally significant district in Leeds City Centre - with the
potential for 300,000 square metres of commercial development
Be a catalyst for accelerating the regeneration of South Bank Leeds, one of
Europe’s largest city centre regeneration initiatives, which will double the size
of the city centre

Building on existing funding available through the Connecting Leeds programme,
TCF would deliver the following outputs:
•
•
•
•

Creation of a transformed and world class Aire Street multimodal interchange
entrance
Transformation of the New Station Street and Bishopgate Street areas into an
active travel and multi modal onward interchange presenting a stunning
entrance to Leeds City centre
Improved pedestrian capacity exiting the station particularly at key capacity
pinch-points on adjacent pavements and road crossings
Signage and information within the station to provide directions to onward
destinations and external interchange facilities within the city centre and
to/from major destination in wider Leeds
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York: Completing the delivery of York Central
York is a successful and growing city, playing a key role in the Leeds City Region,
wider North Yorkshire and East Riding sub-region and the Northern Powerhouse. It
benefits from excellent rail connectivity which is set to improve dramatically with the
delivery of the Trans-Pennine Rail Upgrade, HS2 and Northern Powerhouse Rail, all
of which pass through York.
York Station provides a key gateway to York, currently accommodating over 12m
people per year. However, the existing transport interchange facilities generate
confusion and the general environment is poor. Investment is required if the station
area is to achieve its full potential and help drive York’s growth. Without maximising
the availability of sustainable transport interchange at the station there is a risk that
the full benefit of the rail capacity increases will not be realised and congestion and
air quality concerns will increase in the city.
Building and linking into existing approved funding programmes, TCF for York
Gateway would deliver the following outputs:
•

•
•
•
•

Improved cycling facilities and routes to connect the station with the city’s
cycle route network, pedestrian and cycling enhancements to Leeman Road
underpass
A new Western Entrance to the station including an extension to the station
footbridge
Rationalisation of parking including the provision of a multi-storey car park to
provide more space for sustainable interchange
Removal of highway delays to the Park & Ride services around the station,
enabling improved multi-modal interchange and reduced P&R journey times
Demolition of Parcel Square and rebuilding/refurbishment of a section of the
Station façade and portico
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Selby Gateway
The Selby Station Gateway project will deliver a much improved, better functioning
and multi-modal interchange to rationalise provision for transport and improve
interface between different modes of transport with a particular focus on rail, bus,
cycling and walking. The station is the key interchange point for the district with 59%
of the district's residents (86,700) commuting outside the district for work predominantly towards Leeds (6,200) and York (5,100). Station use has increased
by 43% from 2006/07 to 2016/17 and is anticipated to further increase as Selby sees
further housing growth (3,000 new homes to be created by 2027, with a total of
7,000 new homes to be created across the wider district during the same period) and
Selby Station benefits from improved connectivity with the wider Northern
Powerhouse and Leeds City Region.
The vision for Selby Gateway is to create a high quality, exemplar station district that
acts as a true gateway to Selby town, facilitates connectivity and acts as a powerful
catalyst for the regeneration aspirations of Selby and its future sustainable growth.
Outputs delivered through TCF would include:
•

•
•

•
•

Creating new pedestrian and cycle links from the Selby Canal to the eastern
side of the station along the River Ouse, connecting a number of potential
development sites to the station
Improvement and increase in the provision of parking (disabled and standard
spaces) at the station
Improvements to the station entrance facades to provide a high-quality
building and the creation of a new station plaza (western side), with new
walking and cycling routes to the town centre
Construction of new station plaza (eastern side), bringing underused buildings
back into use
Installation of station lifts and new toilet facilities for the gateway
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Huddersfield Gateway
Huddersfield Gateway is the interchange point for the western side of the Leeds City
Region with links to Manchester, Sheffield and Leeds. Huddersfield is identified
within the Leeds City Region Strategic Economic Plan as a Spatial Priority Area
(strategic urban growth centre) and an enhanced gateway at Huddersfield Station
will support the town’s growth.
The Transpennine Route Upgrade (TRU) programme forms the core investment
stream to deliver the rail capacity enhancements within the Gateway scheme. A
further contribution from the West Yorkshire plus Transport Fund/Growth Deal is
directed towards an extension of the station underpass to connect to St. George’s
Quarter and a new Western Entrance. The LCR TCF submission will enable the
wider accessibility and interchange of the gateway to the City Region. Linking to
other funding sources and the emerging TRU proposal, the outputs delivered
through the TCF would include:
•
•

New multi-modal Park & Ride interchange and pedestrian facilities at the St
George’s Warehouse site
New walking and cycling links including:
o New stairs/lift facilities to connect new sites/buildings to the town centre
o From the east of the station to provide better passenger access
o New pedestrian-priority link to/from the Bus Station and foot/cycle
bridge over the ring road from Trinity Street
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Harrogate
The ambition is to create a regionally significant, exemplar gateway for Harrogate
with outstanding public realm, high quality mixed-use development and high quality
transport links at the forefront of sustainable travel planning, coordinated between
rail, bus, taxis, cars, cyclists and pedestrians. TCF would enable delivery of the
following outputs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved cycle access to both sides of Harrogate rail and bus stations
Connecting Harrogate Station Gateway into existing on and off road cycle
provision to provide direct links to residential areas
Improved footways and quality pedestrian crossing facilities
Gateway feature, public space, further walking improvements on key desire
lines along with town centre wayfinding and information provision
Relocation of parking to eastern side of station
Creation of a Cycle Hub
Improved bus/rail connections and information improvements
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Bradford Gateways
Bradford has two separate mainline railway stations. Both stations have significant
challenges. Both stations have poor permeability and connectivity within the wider
city centre and have suffered from significant and poor quality investment. For
example, Bradford Interchange was built in the 1970s, combines the city’s rail and
bus stations, has bus and rail travel centres, car parks, a taxi rank and retail
premises. Despite its name, with its incremental additions over the years and
currently layout, it does not encourage interchange between different modes of
transport at the site.
Aligning with existing funding sources, the outputs realised through the TCF at
Bradford Interchange Gateway would include:
•

•
•

•

•

Delivery of an improved gateway environment on arrival into the city of
Bradford - most critical to this goal is the removal of vehicular movements
from the main Bridge Street entrance into the interchange. This would in turn
facilitate the creation of a pedestrianised station frontage to provide an
improved user experience
New multi-modal interchange facilities in the station frontage
Improvements to station concourses – as is the case with the Bridge Street
frontage, the concourse environments do not provide a fitting customer
experience for a station of this scale.
Improved intermodal connectivity within the station site, which is owned by the
Council and Combined Authority. The improved interchange must provide
improved user experiences in passing between modes. This would include
both interchange between rail and bus, public transport and taxi as well as
coaches and the aforementioned modes
Preparation of masterplan for the Southern Gateway, immediately south of
Bradford Interchange Station, for housing and economic development and
associated infrastructure
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For Bradford Forster Square, the Transforming Cities Fund would enable delivery of:
•
•

•

Enhanced passenger facilities including safe and secure cycle storage,
waiting lounge and café provision
Enhanced connectivity between the station and surrounding areas through the
creation of safe and secure lift access between the station and Manor Row,
providing an essential link to Darley Street and Top of Town area of Bradford
city centre which is set to undergo major regeneration
Creation of walking, cycling and bus interchange facilities in front of Bradford
Foster Square by rationalising car parking to create an attractive gateway to
the station and also help with legibility between Bradford Forster Square
Shopping Park, the station and the rest of Bradford city centre
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Halifax Gateway
The Halifax Station Gateway project plans to deliver a transformational redevelopment
of Halifax rail and bus stations. The rail station vision is to create a regionally
recognised, landmark station with world class facilities that serves as an instantly
recognisable hub and gateway to Halifax town centre; combining rich heritage assets
with unique design that responds to the area’s distinctiveness, revitalising the
relationship between the station, the town and its ambitious renewal to create vibrancy
and confidence that define Halifax as it embraces its future.
In combination with existing and other potential project funding, TCF funding for
Halifax Station Gateway would provide additional project development funding which
would enable progress towards the ambition to:
-

Deliver a wholly new rail station building, incorporating significant access
improvements for all modes and users
Support the delivery of a wholly new bus station building
Reopen Navigation Road transforming east-west pedestrian cycle connectivity
in Halifax and completing an existing key gap in the Halifax section of
Sustrans National Route 69
Support the successful delivery of the full benefits the interfacing £40m A629
Phase 2 Project
Stimulate regeneration of the eastern side of Halifax town centre
Create transformational improvements to the urban realm around Halifax rail
station
Support the delivery of good growth by improving public transport gateways in
Halifax and delivering significant improvements to connectivity between public
transport modes
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